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Abstract—In recent years, the research in generic Internet of
Things (IoT) attracts a lot of practical applications including
smart home, smart city, smart grid, industrial internet, connected
healthcare, smart retail, smart supply chain and smart farming.
The hierarchical IoT network (HIoTN) is a special kind of the
generic IoT network, which is composed of the different nodes
such as the gateway node, cluster head nodes and sensing nodes
organized in a hierarchy.
In HIoTN, there is a need where a user can directly access
the real-time data from the sensing nodes for a particular
application in generic IoT networking environment. This paper
emphasizes on the design of a new secure lightweight threefactor remote user authentication scheme for HIoTNs, called
the user authenticated key management protocol (UAKMP).
The three factors used in UAKMP are the user smart card,
password and personal biometrics. The security of the scheme
is thoroughly analyzed under the formal security in the widelyaccepted Real-Or-Random (ROR) model, the informal security
as well as the formal security verification using the widelyaccepted AVISPA (Automated Validation of Internet Security
Protocols and Applications) tool. UAKMP offers several functionality features including offline sensing node registration,
freely password and biometric update facility, user anonymity
and sensing node anonymity compared to other related existing
schemes. In addition, UAKMP is also comparable in computation
and communication costs as compared to other existing schemes.
Index Terms—Generic IoT network, hierarchical IoT network,
authentication, key management, security, AVISPA simulation.

have also processing and communication capabilities as well as
they possess a locatable Internet Protocol address (IP address)
[1].
The smart devices can be remotely accessed and controlled
using existing network infrastructure which allows a direct
integration of computing systems with the physical world. This
facility further reduces human involvement, and also improves
accuracy and efficiency that result in economic benefit. Thus,
the smart devices in IoT facilitate the day-to-day life of people.
A generic IoT network architecture given in Fig. 1 has four
different scenarios (i.e., smart home, transport, community and
national applications) in which several smart devices, such
as sensors and actuators, are installed. In all these scenarios,
the smart devices are connected to the Internet through their
nearby gateway node (GW N ). Several users (i.e., smart home
users and doctors) can access the real-time data from some
IoT devices through the GW N for which the users are given
authorized access [1].
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is composed of various physical
objects (i.e., smart devices) that are interconnected to exchange
and gather data over the Internet. The majority of the smart
devices in IoT are resource-constrained in nature, and they
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Fig. 1. An architecture of generic IoT network [1]

Device-to-device (D2D) communication is considered as a
communication technology that helps direct communications
among devices without direct involvement of fixed network
infrastructures. Yan et al. [2] designed a new scheme for
D2D communications in which only the devices holding the
eligible trust level can access the data. Wang et al. [3] also
designed a scheme for D2D communications, which provides
secure communication session establishment. In their scheme,
user roaming and inter-operator operation are included and
it is based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol for
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achieving privacy preserving session key generation. Their
scheme also applies message authentication code for achieving
mutual authentication between D2D users.
Another interesting integration of wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) into IoT have been highlighted in [4]. It was shown
that WSN is one of most promising IoT applications too
[4]. Consider the following WSN application related to IoT
environment. The nodes in underwater acoustic sensor network
are deployed under the water (for example in sea, river or
lakes). In such a network, sensor nodes communicate through
the water using the acoustic signals. The wide-range of applications of a underwater acoustic sensor network includes oil
industry, aquaculture, instrument monitoring, pollution control,
climate recording, prediction of natural disaster, searching
missions, study of marine life, and tactical surveillance [5], [6].
A hierarchical underwater acoustic sensor network (HUASN)
is a special type of underwater acoustic sensor network in
which the different nodes are deployed in a hierarchical
fashion. HUASN contains different types of nodes, such as
the most resource-constrained underwater sensor nodes, more
resource-rich cluster head nodes, and the most powerful and
resource-rich gateway node. The gateway node is also called
the service station in the case of HUASN.
Consider a generic IoT based smart home architecture [7]
shown in Fig. 2. In this architecture, the installed smart devices
are divided into two groups (clusters), which are appliance
group and monitor group [7]. The devices in the appliance
and monitor groups are called as the agents. The agents
communicate with the central controller via wireless medium.
A user can control the smart home system using the user
interface. In addition, a user can access the information of
any smart device of monitoring group through the central
controller.
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the accessed SN via its corresponding CH. Once the mutual
authentication between U and SN is successful, a session key
is formed for future secure communication [5], [8]. However,
there are several threats associated with HIoTNs [9], [10], and
hence, security becomes an essential requirement to protect
various attacks against an adversary.
A. Motivation
The GW N usually sends periodically a query message
to the deployment sensing nodes in order to collect the
sensing information from them. Since a cycle for accessing
the information from the sensing nodes is essential, the data
gathered by the GW N is not real-time. It can lead to serious
problem for taking quick actions as well as decisions when
the application is critical (for example, battle-field scenarios,
healthcare, etc.). Therefore, to access the real-time sensitive
information from the sensing nodes in the HIoTN by an authorized external party (user), we argue that there is a need for
designing a secure user authentication protocol for HIoTNs.
As the sensing nodes are deployed in a hostile environment,
where the wireless communication is insecure, it poses several threats. It is noticed that the majority of the existing
authentication protocols have several security limitations, such
as impersonation, sensing node capture, man-in-the-middle,
replay and privileged insider attacks. This motivates us to
design a more secure and reliable user authentication scheme
deployed in HIoTN.
B. Research Contributions
The research contribution from this work is manyfold:
• We propose a new efficient protocol for remote user
authentication in HIoTN deployment. The scheme is
three-factor authentication scheme because it applies the
user smart card, password and personal biometrics as
three factors. The scheme is very efficient as it uses only
cryptographic hash function along with the symmetric
encryption/decryption.
• For proving the formal security of the scheme, we incorporate the ROR model. In addition, the informal security
is also carried out to show security of other potential
attacks possible in the network.
• We further assess the formal security verification of the
scheme using the AVISPA tool through simulation to
verify whether it is secure.

Fig. 2. A hierarchical IoT-based smart home architecture [7]

C. Paper Organization

In general, the entire IoT network can be partitioned into
various disjoint clusters. A cluster contains a cluster head
(CH) with its several sensing nodes (devices) SN s as members. SN in a cluster sends the sensed data to the respective
CH. CH further sends data to the GW N . The GW N
connects the external world to the network via the Internet. If
a user (U ) wants to access a sensing node SN corresponding
to a particular application in IoT, he/she needs to first send
his/her login request to the GW N . The GW N then contacts

Section II gives an overview of the existing related schemes
in wireless sensor networks. The network model along with the
threat model associated with UAKMP are presented in Section III. Some related mathematical preliminaries are briefly
discussed in Section IV. Section V then describes in detail
the various phases related to UAKMP, while we perform
the formal and informal security analysis in Section VI. To
strengthen further the security of the scheme, we carry out
the formal security verification based on the simulation tool,
AVISPA, in Section VII. To measure the performance of the
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scheme, the comparison on various aspects with other related
existing schemes is carried out in Section VIII. The final
section concludes the work presented in the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
To secure wireless sensor networks (WSNs), Lal et al. [11]
pointed out several interesting current and future research
directions. Das et al. [9] proposed a two-factor authentication
scheme in hierarchical wireless sensor networks in which
a user can access the real-time data from a cluster head
insider WSNs. To improve the security of earlier authentication
schemes proposed in WSNs, several temporal credential-based
authentication schemes exist in the literature.
Jiang et al. designed a two-factor user authentication scheme
in WSNs, which is efficient and also supports unlinkability
property. However, Das [12] reviewed Jiang et al.’s scheme
and found that their scheme has some security pitfalls, such
as 1) it is insecure against privileged-insider attack, 2) it
has inefficient registration phase for sensor nodes, 3) it does
not provide proper authentication in login and authentication
phase, 4) it is unable to change properly a new password by a
legal user in the password update phase and 5) it does not
support new sensor node addition after initial deployment.
To erase these limitations, Das [12] proposed a three-factor
user authentication scheme, which applies user password,
user biometrics information and smart card as three factors.
Recently, Kumari et al. [13] also identified security limitations
in the existing schemes [14], [15], and then presented a
temporal credential-based scheme for user authentication with
the help of chaotic maps. Kumari et al. pointed out that Li et
al. [15]’s scheme is susceptible to stolen verifier, password
guessing, user impersonation as well as stolen smart card
attacks. Moreover, they also presented password guessing
attack on He et al.’s scheme. It is also observed that both
the schemes of Li et al. and He et al., lack the session key
security between a user and a sensor node because they lack
forward secrecy and session-specific temporary information
leakage attack.
Khalil et al. [4] presented an integration of WSNs into IoT.
A real-world test bed was implemented with sensors to control
electrical appliances in a smart building. Porambage et al. [16]
and Turkanovic et al. [17] proposed authentications schemes
related to IoT applications. Porambage et al. gave a two-phase
authentication protocol in which the sensing nodes and endusers are allowed to authenticate each other in order to initiate
secure connections. Their protocol is suited for resourceconstrained sensing nodes, and also it supports heterogeneity
and scalability of the network. Unfortunately, their protocol
suffers from several attacks, such as privileged-insider, denialof-service, user impersonation, replay and man-in-the-middle
attacks [1]. Moreover, their scheme is not resilient against
sensing node capture attack, and also does not provide user
anonymity property [1]. Turkanovic et al. also designed a user
authentication protocol for WSNs tailored in IoT environment.
Although their protocol is efficient in computation, it has also
several security flaws, such as it does not protect privilegedinsider, off-line password guessing, stolen smart card and user
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impersonation attacks [1]. In addition, their protocol fails to
support untraceability property [1].
Chang and Le [18] designed two smartcard-based user
authentication protocols P1 and P2 with the help of user
password. P1 is extremely lightweight in nature since it applies
only hash function and bitwise XOR operation. On the other
hand, P2 is not lightweight in nature as it applies ECC in
conjunction with the operations used in P1 . However, Das et
al. [19] made interesting observations on both P1 and P2 ,
and identified that both P1 and P2 are insecure against offline
password guessing and session specific temporary information
attacks. In addition, P1 is also insecure against session key
breach attack.
Challa et al. [1] proposed a signature-based authenticated
key agreement protocol for the IoT environment. Their scheme
makes use of ElGamal type elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
based signature to provide authentication between the communicating entities in the IoT network. Although their protocol
provides better security as compared to the protocols in [16],
[17], it requires more computation cost as compared to the
existing protocols.
Song et al. [7] designed two privacy-preserving communication protocols for the smart home systems: 1) Hash Function
based Privacy Preserving (HFPP) communication scheme and
2) Chaos-based Privacy Preservation (CPP) scheme. While
the first scheme uses efficient one-way cryptographic hash
function and message authentication code (MAC), the second
scheme uses logistic map and MAC. For encryption and
decryption, these protocols use the symmetric cryptosystem.
However, their protocols lack formal security analysis and
verification.
Based on the above observation, it is worth noticing that
a majority of existing user authentication schemes proposed
for WSNs and IoT have several drawbacks and also they
are insecure against various known attacks [1], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [19]. Also, most existing schemes lack to preserve
user and sensing node anonymity property, and to support
various functionality features, such as efficient login and
authentication phases, dynamic sensing node addition phase,
and biometric and password update phase, which are essential
for some critical applications including military and battlefield
scenarios, and tactical surveillance [1], [13]. Hence, a user
authentication scheme is extremely needed in HIoTNs, which
can provide high security and additional functionality features
as compared to other user authentication protocols proposed
earlier in HIoTNs.
III. S YSTEM M ODELS
For discussing and analyzing the proposed scheme
(UAKMP), the following models are adjudged.
A. Network Model
We follow the similar network model [9] supplied in Fig.
2 for HIoTN in UAKMP. This model is shown for a particular application for HIoTN. Therefore, depending on various
applications in IoT, we have several hierarchical structures for
those applications. Hence, for each application in HIoTN, we
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have only one gateway node (GW N ). The network model has
the resource-constrained sensing nodes (SNk ), and resourcerich cluster head nodes (CHj ) and most powerful gateway
node (GW N ). There is a hierarchy among GW N , CHj
and SNk in this network model. Based on the applications
in IoT, several sensing nodes are deployed (installed) for
those applications in various disjoint clusters (for example,
hierarchical IoT-based smart home application shown in Fig.
2). A sensing node SNk in a particular cluster sends its
sensed information to its own CHj , and then CHj forwards
the information to the GW N . Note that the communication
between sensing nodes and their relevant cluster heads (CHs),
and also the CHs and the GW N are done through the wireless
channels.
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Fig. 3. An authentication model for a generalized hierarchical IoT network

B. Threat Model
In UAKMP, the widely-used Dolev-Yao (DY) threat model
[20] is applied, in which any two parties have freedom
to communicate among each other over insecure (public)
channel. Under the DY model, the entities Ui , SNk and
CHj involved in the HIoTNs environment are not treated as
trustworthy. An adversary A in the DY model can modify or
delete the exchanged messages apart from eavesdropping those
messages. Due to hostile environment, it is natural that some
sensing nodes can be physically compromised in HIoTNs by A
and thus, the information stored in those nodes can be easily
extracted using the well-known power analysis attacks [21].
However, since the GW N is main important component in
HIoTNs, it is assumed that the GW N is trusted node and
is not be compromised under any circumstances; otherwise,
the whole network is compromised [9]. Finally, the user Ui ’s
smart card SCi can be lost/stolen by A and the stored sensitive
information are also extracted from the memory of SCi using
the power analysis attacks.
IV. M ATHEMATICAL P RELIMINARIES
This section deals with the following necessary mathematical preliminaries needed to design and anlysis of the proposed
protocol, UAKMP.

A. One-way Hash Function
A one-way cryptographic hash function is deterministic in
nature and is defined by h: {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n , whose output
is a fixed length (say, n bits) output y ∈ {0, 1}n (called
message digest/hash value) on an arbitrary length binary string
x ∈ {0, 1}∗ input such that y = h(x). The collision resistant
property of h(·) is formally defined as follows [22].
Definition 1. If the advantage of an adversary A running in
polynomial time rt in finding a collision is denoted and defined
HASH
by Adv(A)
(rt) = P r[(x1 , x2 ) ∈R A : x1 6= x2 , h(x1 ) =
h(x2 )], where the probability of an event X is P r[X] and
(x1 , x2 ) ∈R A denotes x1 and x2 are randomly picked by
A. An (χ, rt)-adversary A attacking the collision resistance
of h(·) means that A’s the runtime is at most rt and that
HASH
Adv(A)
(rt) ≤ χ.
B. Indistinguishability of Encryption Under Chosen Plaintext
Attack
It is formally defined as follows [23].
Definition 2. Let SE/M E denote the single/multiple eavesdropper, respectively. Let ORk1 , ORk2 , . . . , ORkN represent N different independent encryption oracles related with
encryption keys k1 , k2 , . . . , kN respectively. The advantage
functions of SE and M E are respectively, defined and denoted
IN D−CP A
by AdvΩ,SE
(l) = 2P r[SE ← ORk1 ; (b0 , b1 ←R SE);
θ ←R {0, 1}; γ ←R ORk1 (bθ ): SE(γ) = θ] −1, and
IN D−CP A
AdvΩ,M
(l) = 2P r[M E ← ORk1 , . . . , ORkN ; (b0 ,
E
b1 ←R M E); θ ←R {0, 1}; γ1 ←R ORk1 (bθ ), . . . , γN ←R
ORkN (bθ ): M E(γ1 , . . . , γN ) = θ] −1. Here Ω represents
the symmetric encryption scheme. Ω is IND-CPA secure in
IN D−CP A
the single (multiple) eavesdropper setting, if AdvΩ,SE
(l)
IN D−CP A
(respectively, AdvΩ,M E
(l)) is negligible (in the security
parameter l) for any probabilistic polynomial time SE (M E).
An example of an IND-CPA secure symmetric encryption
scheme Ω is the stateless Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode
of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm [24].
C. Biometrics and Fuzzy Extractor
In recent years, the fuzzy extractor technique is widelyaccepted tool to verify the biometric authentication. The fuzzy
extractor is defined as a tuple hM, l, ti with the following two
algorithms [25]:
Gen: It is probabilistic algorithm in nature. The user biometric BIOi from a given metric space M is taken as an
input to this function, and the output of this function is a pair
consisting of a biometric secret key σi ∈ {0, 1}m and a public
reproduction parameter τi , that is, Gen(Bi ) = {σi , τi }, where
m denotes the number of bits belonging to σi .
Rep: This algorithm is a deterministic in nature. It accepts a
noisy user biometric BIOi0 ∈ M and the public parameter τi
and t related to BIOi , and reproduces the original biometric
secret key σi . In other words, Rep(Bi0 , τi ) = σi provided that
the Hamming distance between BIOi and BIOi0 is less than
or equal to a predefined error tolerance threshold value t.
More in-depth discussion on fuzzy extractor is available in
[25].
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V. UAKMP: U SER AUTHENTICATED K EY M ANAGEMENT
P ROTOCOL FOR HI OTN S
UAKMP builds six phases in it, namely 1) offline sensing
node registration; 2) registration of each user; 3) user login;
4) authentication & key agreement; 5) password & biometric
update; and 6) new sensing node deployment.
In our user authentication scheme, the GW N pre-loads
the necessary information in each deployed sensing node’s
memory prior to their deployment using the offline sensing
node registration phase. In this phase, the GW N originates
the information, such as identity (IDSNk ), temporal credential
(T CSNk ) for each SNk , which are required for authentication
with Ui . To access a particular sensing node, SNk inside
HIoTN, a user Ui first registers himself/herself at the GW N
through the user registration phase. After Ui ’s successful registration, GW N generates a smart card (SCi ) for Ui containing
the information needed for authentication, and transmits it to
Ui securely. The GW N acts as a bridge between SNk and
Ui . If Ui wants to access a particular SNk , he/she sends a
login request goes to the GW N in the login phase. During the
authentication and key agreement phase, the GW N generates
the authentication request to the corresponding SNk via its
own CHj . Ui then gets the authentication response from
the corresponding SNk . In UAKMP, two types of mutual
authentications arise: first one is between Ui and GW N , and
second one is between GW N and SNk . Furthermore, Ui and
SNk inaugurate a shared session key between them for future
secure communication. For security reasons, it may be the case
that Ui requires his/her password and also personal biometrics
to be updated by the current ones for security reasons, and this
is executed under the password & biometric update phase.
Since some sensing nodes can be physically compromised by
an adversary or they may be exhausted due to battery power
issue, there is a demand to to deploy some new sensing nodes
in the network.
It is worth noticing that most of the sensing devices in IoT
network are limited in resources. Duty-cycling is widely used
in sensor networks to save from the energy. Similar to the
sensor networks, the same scenario is also applicable in the
case of IoT network. The maximum transmission delay in the
IoT network (also in the sensor network) may be different
from that for the other network’s maximum transmission delay.
Also, the sensing nodes may sleep and it may take longer for
the authentication messages to arrive. For resolve this issue,
we consider two different scenario. In the first scenario, ∆T 1
is taken as the maximum transmission delay in communication
between Ui and GW N . In the second scenario, the maximum
transmission delay in communication between GW N and
SNk is taken as ∆T 2. Hence, it is assumed that ∆T 1 is less
than ∆T 2.
The notations and their respective descriptions are explained
in Table I. In the following subsections, we provide the
detailed descriptions of all phases of UAKMP.
A. Offline Sensing Node Registration Phase
The offline sensing node registration is executed by the
gateway node (GW N ). At the time of registration, the GW N

TABLE I
S YMBOLS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS USED IN UAKMP
Notation
GW N
IDGW N
Ui
SNk
A
SCi
IDi
P Wi
BIOi
BIOi∗
T CUi
IDSNk
T CSNk
T1 , T2 , T3 , T4
∆T 1
∆T 2
Ks
ra
EK (·)/DK (·)
σi , τi
t
Gen(·), Rep(·)
h(·)
⊕, ||

Description
Gateway node
Identity of GW N
ith user
kth sensing node
Adversary
Ui ’s smart card
Ui ’s identity
Ui ’s password
Ui ’s personal biometric information at the time of
user registration phase
Ui ’s personal biometric information at the time of
user login phase
Ui ’s temporary credential
SNk ’s identity
temporal credential
Current timestamps generated by Ui , GW N , SNk
& GW N , respectively
Maximum transmission delay in communication
between Ui and GW N
Maximum transmission delay in communication
between GW N and SNk
Secret key of GW N
Random secret of Ui
Symmetric encryption/decryption (for example,
AES-128 [24]) using key K
Biometric secret key and public reproduction parameter of Ui , respectively
Error tolerance threshold used in fuzzy extractor
Fuzzy extractor probabilistic generation & deterministic reproduction functions, respectively
Collision-resistant one-way hash function
Bitwise XOR & concatenation, respectively

chooses a 160-bit long random secret key Ks , selects the
unique identity IDSNk for each deployed sensing node SNk ,
and calculates the temporal credential of SNk as T CSNk
= h(IDSNk ||Ks ). After that, the GW N stores the information {T CSNk , IDSNk } into the memory of SNk prior to
it is placed in the target field of HIoTN.
B. User Registration Phase
To access the real-time information from the sensing nodes
SNk , the registration process of a user Ui is required at the
GW N . This phase requires the following steps:
Step REG1. Ui picks a unique identity IDi and also a
password P Wi on his/her choice. Ui then generates a 128-bit
random secret ra , computes the masked password RP Wi =
h(P Wi ||ra ). The registration request hIDi , RP Wi i is then
transmitted securely to the GW N by Ui .
Step REG2. After receiving hIDi , RP Wi i from Ui , GW N
calculates temporary identity of Ui as RIDi = h(IDi ||Ks )
and temporal credential of Ui as T CUi = h(IDi ||IDGW N
||Ks ) using the 160-bit long random secret key Ks already
chosen by the GW N in Section III-A. The GW N also
calculates Bi = T CUi ⊕h(RP Wi || IDGW N ) and Ci =
h(T CUi ||RP Wi ||IDi ). Finally, the GW N generates a smart
card SCi for Ui by storing the information {RIDi , Bi , Ci ,
IDGW N , h(·)} and sends SCi to Ui securely.
Step REG3. After receiving SCi from GW N , once Ui
imprints his/her personal biometrics BIOi at the sensor of a
particular terminal, SCi is ready to compute secret biometric
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key σi and public parameter τi with the help of the fuzzy extractor probabilistic generation function as Gen(BIOi ) = (σi ,
τi ) [12], [25]. SCi further proceeds for calculation of BIi =
0
h(IDi || σi ) ⊕ra , CIi = h(IDi ||RP Wi ||σi ), IDGW
N =
0
h(IDi ||σi ) ⊕IDGW N , RIDi = RIDi ⊕ h(IDGW N ||σi )
and Di = h(CIi ||Ci ), and replaces IDGW N and RIDi by
0
0
IDGW
N and RIDi in SCi , respectively. At the end, the infor0
0
mation {RIDi , BIi , Bi , Di , IDGW
N , τi , Gen(·), Rep(·), t}
are loaded in SCi , where the error tolerance parameter applied
in Rep(·) is t. Note that the GW N also stores the information
{T CUi , T CSNk , RIDi , IDGW N , IDSNk } in its database.

C. Login Phase
Once the registration process is completed, a user Ui is now
ready to login in the system using the supplied smart card SCi
with the following steps:
Step L1. After the identity IDi , password P Wi are entered
and biometric information BIOi∗ at the sensor of the card
reader are imprinted by Ui , SCi proceeds to recover secret
biometric key as σi∗ = Rep(BIOi∗ , τi ) provided that the
Hamming distance between the current entered BIOi∗ & the
original biometrics BIOi at registration time is less than or
equal to the threshold value t. Note that if Ui desires to use
a mobile device for login purpose instead of SCi , he/she
requires the scan software of the mobile device to capturing
BIOi∗ , and {IDi , P Wi , BIOi∗ } into the the system’s login
interface [26].
Step L2. SCi further calculates ra∗ = BIi ⊕h(IDi ||σi∗ ),
RP Wi∗ = h(P Wi || ra∗ ), CIi∗ = h(IDi ||RP Wi∗ ||σi∗ ),
∗
∗
∗
0
∗
IDGW
N = IDGW N ⊕h(IDi ||σi ), T CUi = Bi ⊕ h(RP Wi
∗
∗∗
∗
0
∗
∗
||IDGW N ), RIDi = RIDi ⊕ h(IDGW N ||σi ), RIDi =
h(RIDi∗ ||T1 ), Ci∗ = h(T CU∗ i ||RP Wi∗ ||IDi ) and Di∗ =
h(CIi∗ ||Ci∗ ) and checks whether Di∗ = Di . If it does not hold,
this ensures that Ui is not a valid user; else, SCi executes the
next step.
Step L3. Ui enters the identity IDSNk of an accessed
sensing node SNk . Note that SNk belongs to a particular cluster CHj where Ui can only access the information
from SNk directly. In practice, the number of sensing nodes
(sending devices) related to a particular application of IoT
(for example, smart home) is limited in a particular cluster.
Hence, Ui can not access the real-time information from all
the sensing nodes for all other IoT applications, and he/she
is restricted to access the data from some designated sensing
nodes for some applications. This information is determined at
the time of user registration in Section III-B. It was the main
reason for designing user authentication protocol in HIoTNs
in this paper. After choosing a one-time secret x1 and current
timestamp T1 , SCi computes M1 = ET CU∗ (x1 , IDSNk ),
i
M2 = h(x1 || IDi || RIDi∗ || IDGW N || IDSNk || T1 ), where
IDSNk is the accessed sensing node SNk ’s identity from
which Ui is interested to access information from a particular
cluster of IoT sensing nodes having the cluster head CHj .
The constructed login request message hRIDi∗∗ , M1 , M2 , T1 i
is then transmitted to the GW N publicly.
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D. Authentication and Key Agreement Phase
This phase does the job of session key establishment between Ui and accessed sensing node SNk via the GW N with
the following steps:
On receiving the login request message hRIDi∗∗ , M1 ,
M2 , T1 i from Ui by the GW N , the following steps are
performed for mutual authentication and session key establishment between Ui and the accessed sensing node SNk via
the GW N .
Step AKE1. If the GW N receives the login request message
hRIDi∗∗ , M1 , M2 , T1 i at time T1∗ , its first job is to validate
the timeliness of T1 by the checking condition |T1 − T1∗ |
≤ ∆T 1, where ∆T 1 is the maximum transmission delay
in communication between Ui and GW N . After successful
validation, the GW N reckons RIDi0 = h(RIDi ||T1 ) and then
validates if RIDi0 matches with RIDi∗∗ . If it goes well, the
GW N retrieves x1 and IDSNk by decrypting M1 using the
temporal credential T CUi corresponding to Ui stored in its
database as (x1 , IDSNk ) = DT CUi (M1 ) and fetches IDi
corresponding to RIDi .
Step AKE2. The GW N computes M3 = h(x1 ||IDi
||RIDi ||IDGW N ||IDSNk ||T1 ) and checks whether M3 =
M2 . If it fails, the GW N stops the session instantly; else,
GW N generates new temporary identity T IDSNk corresponding to IDSNk for SNk and also chooses a current
timestamp T2 . It further calculates M4 = ET CSNk (x1 , IDi ,
T IDSNk ), M5 = h(IDi ||IDSNk ||T IDSNk ||T CSNk ||T2 ).
Then, GW N transmits the message hM4 , M5 , T2 i as the
authentication request to SNk publicly via cluster head CHj
in which SNk resides in a particular cluster containing CHj .
Step AKE3. After receiving the message hM4 , M5 , T2 i
from GW N at time T2∗ , SNk checks the timeliness of T2
by the criteria |T2 − T2∗ | ≤ ∆T 2, where ∆T 2 is the maximum transmission delay in communication between GW N
and SNk . If timeliness condition holds, SNk decrypts M4
using its own temporal credential T CSNk as (x1 , IDi ,
0
T IDSN
) = DT CSNk (M4 ) and computes M6 = h(IDi
K
0
||IDSNk ||T IDSN
||T CSNk ||T2 ). SNk then checks M6 =
k
M5 . If it fails, SNk instantly ceases the connection; else, it
chooses one-time secret x2 , generates current timestamp T3 ,
and computes M7 = ET CSNk (x2 ), the session key SK =
h(IDi ||h(T CSNk ||T3 ) ||x1 ||x2 ||IDSNk ||T3 ), M8 = h(SK
||T3 ||IDi ||x2 ) and M9 = h(M7 ||M8 ||T CSNk ||IDSNk
0
||x1 ||x2 ||IDi ||T IDSN
||T2 ||T3 ). Then, SNk sends the
k
0
authentication reply message hM7 , M8 , M9 , T IDSN
, T3 i to
k
the GW N publicly.
Step AKE4. After receiving authentication reply message
at time T3∗ , GW N validates the timeliness of T3 by applying
the criteria |T3 − T3∗ | ≤ ∆T 2. If condition matches, GW N
0
checks whether T IDSN
= T IDSNk . If it is unsuccessful,
k
the GW N ceases the connection; else, it retrieves x2 by
decrypting M7 as x2 = DT CSNk (M7 ) and computes M10
= h(M7 ||M8 ||T CSNk ||x1 ||x2 ||IDi ||IDSNk ||T IDSNk
||T2 ||T3 ). GW N further checks whether M10 = M9 and
if it holds, SNk is authenticated by the GW N . Otherwise, it
terminates the connection. GW N further generates the current
timestamp T4 and calculates M11 = ET CUi (x2 , h(T CSNk
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User (Ui )/Smartcard (SCi )
Input IDi , P Wi & BIOi∗ .
Compute σi∗ = Rep(BIOi∗ , τi ),
ra∗ = BIi ⊕ h(IDi ||σi∗ ),
RP Wi∗ = h(P Wi ||ra∗ ), CIi∗ = h(IDi ||RP Wi∗ ||σi∗ ),
∗
0
∗
IDGW
N = IDGW N ⊕ h(IDi ||σi ),
∗
T CU∗ i = Bi ⊕ h(RP Wi∗ ||IDGW
N ),
∗
∗
∗∗
∗
RIDi∗ = RIDi0 ⊕ h(IDGW
N ||σi ), RIDi = h(RIDi ||T1 ),
Ci∗ = h(T CU∗ i ||RP Wi∗ ||IDi ), Di∗ = h(CIi∗ ||Ci∗ ).
Check if Di∗ = Di ? If so, choose x1 and T1 ,
and compute M1 = ET CU∗ (x1 , IDSNk ),
i
M2 = h(x1 ||IDi ||RIDi∗ || IDGW N ||IDSNk ||T1 ).
∗∗
hRIDi , M1 , M2 , T1 i
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(via open channel)

Check if |T4 − T4∗ | ≤ ∆T 1?
Decrypt M11 as (x2 , h(T CSNk ||T3 ))
= DT CUi (M11 ).
Compute session key
SK 0 = h(IDi ||h(T CSNk ||T3 )
||x1 || x2 ||IDSNk ||T3 ),
M13 = h(SK 0 ||T3 ||IDi ||x2 ),
Check if M13 = M8 ?
If so, compute M14 = h(M13 ||x1 ||x2
||IDi || IDSNk ||T1 || T3 ||T4 ||T CUi ).
Check if M14 = M12 ?
Store session key shared with SNk as
SK 0 (= SK) = h(IDi ||h(T CSNk ||T3 )
||x1 || x2 ||IDSNk ||T3 ).
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Gateway node (GW N )
Check if |T1 − T1∗ | ≤ ∆T 1?
Compute RIDi0 = h(RIDi ||T1 ).
Verify if RIDi0 = RIDi∗∗ ?
Retrieve (x1 , IDSNk ) = DT CUi (M1 ).
Fetch IDi from RIDi .
Compute M3 = h(x1 || IDi || RIDi ||
IDGW N || IDSNk ||T1 ).
Check if M3 = M2 ?
Generate temporary identity T IDSNk .
Choose current timestamp T2 .
Calculate M4 = ET CSNk (x1 , IDi , T IDSNk ),
M5 = h(IDi || IDSNk ||T IDSNk ||T CSNk ||T2 ).
hM4 , M5 , T2 i
−−−−−−−−−→
(via public channel)

Check if |T3 − T3∗ | ≤ ∆T 2?
0
If so, check if T IDSN
= T IDSNk ?
k
If so, retrieve x2 = DT CSNk (M7 ),
Compute M10 = h(M7 ||M8 ||T CSNk ||x1 ||x2 ||IDi ||
IDSNk ||T IDSNk || T2 ||T3 ).
Check if M10 = M9 ? If so,
generate current timestamp T4 .
Calculate M11 = ET CUi (x2 , h(T CSNk ||T3 )),
M12 = h(M8 ||x1 ||x2 ||IDi ||IDSNk ||T1 ||
T3 ||T4 ||T CUi ).
hM8 , M11 , M12 , T3 , T4 i
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
(via public channel)

Sensing node (SNk )

Check if |T2 − T2∗ | ≤ ∆T 2?
0
If so, decrypt (x1 , IDi , T IDSN
)
K
= DT CSNk (M4 ).
Compute M6 = h(IDi ||IDSNk
0
||T IDSN
||T CSNk ||T2 ).
k
Check if M6 = M5 ? If so,
generate x2 and T3 .
Compute M7 = ET CSNk (x2 ),
SK= h(IDi || h(T CSNk || T3 )||
x1 || x2 || IDSNk || T3 ),
M8 = h(SK||T3 ||IDi ||x2 ),
M9 = h(M7 ||M8 ||T CSNk ||IDSNk
0
||x1 ||x2 ||IDi ||T IDSN
|| T2 ||T3 ).
k
0
hM7 , M8 , M9 , T IDSN
, T3 i
k
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
(via public channel)

Store session key shared with Ui as
SK(= SK 0 ) = h(IDi ||h(T CSNk ||T3 )
||x1 || x2 ||IDSNk ||T3 ).

Fig. 4. Summary of the login, and authentication and key agreement phases

||T3 )) and M12 = h(M8 ||x1 ||x2 ||IDi ||IDSNk ||T1 ||T3
||T4 ||T CUi ). Then, GW N sends the message hM8 , M11 ,
M12 , T3 , T4 i to Ui publicly.
Step AKE5. After receiving hM8 , M11 , M12 , T3 , T4 i at time
T4∗ , SCi first checks the timeliness of T4 with the condition
|T4 − T4∗ | ≤ ∆T 1, and if it is fine, Ui retrieves x2 and
h(T CSNk ||T3 ) by decrypting M11 using the key T CUi as
(x2 , h(T CSNk ||T3 ) = DT CUi (M11 ). Then, SCi computes
session key SK 0 = h(IDi ||h(T CSNk ||T3 ) ||x1 ||x2 ||IDSNk
||T3 ), M13 = h(SK 0 ||T3 ||IDi ||x2 ). If M13 = M8 does not
hold, SCi terminates connection instantly. Otherwise, SNk
is successfully authenticated by Ui , and the computed session
key is treated as correct. SCi further computes M14 = h(M13
||x1 ||x2 ||IDi ||IDSNk ||T1 ||T3 ||T4 ||T CUi ). If M14 =
M12 , GW N is also authenticated by Ui . Thus, both Ui and
SNk build the identical session key SK (= SK 0 ) = h(IDi
||h(T CSNk ||T3 ) ||x1 ||x2 ||IDSNk ||T3 ).
This phase along with the login phase of UAKMP are
briefed in Fig. 4.
Remark 1. According to the threat model described in Section
III-B, the GW N is trustworthy node in the network, and
never compromised by an external adversary A; else, the
whole network is compromised by A [9]. In UAKMP, the
session key created by Ui and SNk is SK (= SK 0 ) = h(IDi
||h(T CSNk ||T3 ) ||x1 ||x2 ||IDSNk ||T3 ). Note that the GW N
knows all the temporal credentials T CUi for all users and also

the temporal credentials T CSNk for all the deployed sensing
nodes SNk . Hence, the GW N knows the temporal secrets x1
and x2 by decrypting M1 using T CUi and M7 using T CSNk ,
respectively, and as a result, the session key SK is also known
to the GW N . Due to the conventional threat model used in
sensor network as well as IoT network user authentication [1],
[9], [12], [13] and also in key pre-distribution, the disclosure
of the session key between Ui and SNk is not an issue as the
GW N is trusted in the network.
Remark 2. To support strong replay attack protection, the
following strategy can be adopted [27]. The GW N can store
the tuple (RIDi , x1 , T1 ) corresponding to the user Ui in its
database. When a new login request message, say hRIDi∗∗ ,
M10 , M20 , T10 i is received by the GW N at time T1∗∗ , the
GW N first verifies the validity of the received timestamp T10
by the condition |T10 − T1∗∗ | ≤ ∆T 1. If it does not hold, the
GW N rejects the login message and treats it as a replay
one. Otherwise, the GW N further checks if the decrypted x01
matches with the stored x1 , where (x01 , IDSNk ) = DT CUi
(M10 ). If they match, it also means that the login message is
replay one and the GW N discards this message. Otherwise,
the GW N replaces x1 and T1 with x01 and T10 in its database,
respectively. In a similar way, the GW N can also store the
tuple (IDSNk , x2 , T3 ) corresponding to a sensing node SNk
in its database. Suppose the message, say hM70 , M80 , M90 ,
0
T IDSN
, T30 i is received by the GW N from SNk . If the
k
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timeliness of T30 is valid, the GW N retrieves x2 as x02 =
DT CSNk (M7 ) and checks if x02 matches with the stored x2 in
its database. If they match, the message is a replay message.
Otherwise, the message is treated as a fresh message and
updates x2 and T3 with x02 and T30 in its database, respectively.
Remark 3. It may happen that the login and authentication
messages in Sections V-C and V-D can not arrive to the
target sensing node in the IoT network within the expected
time duration. In this case, the messages can be retransmitted
upto three times as retrials. If the messages so not reach even
after the retrials, the session will be aborted, and the complete
scheme needs to be started from scratch.
E. Password and Biometric Update Phase
A legitimate user Ui can update password as well as
biometric information at any time completely locally without
involving the GW N as and when it is required. The required
steps are discussed below:
Step PB1. After inserting SCi into the card reader, Ui
supplies IDi and old password P Wiold . Ui also imprints
old biometric information BIOiold at the sensor of the same
terminal. SCi calculates σiold = Rep(BIOiold , τi ), ra∗ =
BIi ⊕h(IDi ||σiold ), RP Wiold = h(P Wiold ||ra∗ ), CIiold =
0
∗
h(IDi ||RP Wiold ||σiold ), IDGW
N = IDGW N ⊕ h(IDi ||
old
old
old
0
∗
σi ), RIDi = RIDi ⊕ h(IDGW N ||σi ), T CU∗ i = Bi ⊕
old
∗
= h(T CU∗ i ||RP Wiold ||IDi )
h(RP Wiold ||IDGW
N ), Ci
old
old
old
and Di = h(CIi ||Ci ), and proceeds to check whether
Diold = Di . If it matches, Ui is the actual user; otherwise, the
update phase is declared to be finished instantly.
Step PB2. After receiving the instruction from SCi , Ui
inputs a new password P Winew and also imprints new biometrics BIOinew . SCi then calculates Gen(BIOinew ) =
(σinew , τinew ), BIinew = h(IDi || σinew ) ⊕ra∗ , RP Winew =
h(P Winew ||ra∗ ), CIinew = h(IDi || RP Winew ||σinew ),
∗∗
new
∗
new
IDGW
) ⊕IDGW
= T CU∗ i
N = h(IDi || σi
N , Bi
∗
new
∗
⊕h(RP Winew || IDGW
),
C
=
h(T
C
||RP
Winew
i
N
Ui
new
new
old
∗
||IDi ), RIDi
= RIDi ⊕h(IDGW N ||σi ) and Dinew =
new
new
h(CIi
||Ci ).
Step PB3. SCi then substitutes RIDi0 , BIi , Bi , Di ,
0
new
IDGW
, BIinew , Binew , Dinew ,
N and τi with RIDi
∗∗
new
IDGW
and
τ
in
its
memory,
respectively.
i
N
F. New Sensing Node Deployment Phase
For deploying a fresh sensing node, say SNknew in the
existing network, the following steps are essential by the
GW N in offline mode:
Step SNA1. The GW N assigns a new unique identity
new
IDSN
, which is distinct from the existing nodes’ identities in
k
the network and computes its temporal credential as T CSNknew
new
= h(IDSN
||Ks ) using its own 160-bit random secret key
k
new
new
Ks . After that GW N stores the credentials {T CSN
, IDSN
}
k
k
new
in SNk
prior to its deployment.
new
new
Step SNA2. The GW N also stores T CSN
and IDSN
in
k
k
its memory corresponding to the newly deployed sensing node
SNknew . Finally, the GW N informs the users regarding the
deployment of SNknew so that they can access the services
from SNknew , if needed.
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VI. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In this section, the security of UAKMP is illustrated through
both formal (Section VI-A) and informal (Section VI-B) security analysis. While the formal security proves the semantic
security of UAKMP against an adversary in breaking the
session key (SK) security, the informal security analysis shows
that UAKMP can protect several other known attacks.
A. Formal Security Using Real-Or-Random Model
The formal security of UAKMP using the broadly-used
Real-Or-Random (ROR) model [28] is presented in this section. The main purpose of this analysis is to prove that the
session-key security (known as the SK security) is preserved
in UAKMP under the ROR model, which is given in Theorem
1. Theorem 1 uses the one-way cryptographic hash function
along with the indistinguishability of encryption under chosen
plaintext attack (IND-CPA) that are provided in Section III.
We also provide the description of the ROR model.
1) ROR Model: There are three main participants involved
in the network, namely sensing node SNk , user Ui and the
gateway node GW N . The ROR model [28] has the following
components:
Participants. Let ΠtSNk , ΠuUi and ΠvGW N denote the instances t, u and v of the participants SNk , Ui and GW N ,
respectively, which are also expressed as the oracles.
Partnering. ΠtSNk of SNk is the partner of ΠuUi of Ui
and vice-versa. ΠtSNk is called the partner ID piduUi of ΠuUi .
The session identity siduUi for the current session is unique
in which ΠuUi participates, and it is defined as the partial
transcript of all messages transmitted between Ui and SNk .
Freshness. With the help of the given Reveal(Πt ) query, if
the session key SK (= SK 0 ) between Ui and SNk can not
leaked by an adversary A, ΠuUi or ΠtSNk is called fresh.
Adversary. Under this model, all the communications can
be control by A including the reading and modifying all the
transmitted messages, and also fabricating new messages as
well as injecting them. Furthermore, the following queries can
be accessed by A [22]:
t
u
• Execute(Π , Π ): This query is helpful for getting the
messages transmitted among two genuine participants,
which is modeled as an eavesdropping attack.
t
• Send(Π , msg): This is modeled as an active attack,
wherein a message say msg can be transmitted to a
participant instance Πt and also the response message
can be received by Πt .
t
• Reveal(Π ): Under this query, the current session key
SKij created by Πt (and its partner) is leaked to A.
t
• CorruptSC(ΠU ): It models the user Ui ’s smart card
i
SCi lost attack. It extracts all the information stored in
SCi .
t
• CorruptSN (ΠSNk U AKM P ): It models an attack in
which the temporal credential T CSNk of a sensing
node SNk is revealed to A. As pointed in [22], the
weak-corruption model refers to a model in which the
ephemeral keys as well as internal information related
to the participant instances are not corrupted, and both
CorruptSC and CorruptSN queries follow this model.
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T est(Πt ): This query models the semantic security of
the session key SK following the indistinguishability in
ROR [28]. In this case, at the beginning of the experiment
a coin c is flipped and its result is only known to A. It
decides the output of the T est query. If A executes this
query, and also SK is fresh, Πt outputs SK when c = 1
or a random number in the same domain when c = 0;
otherwise, it outputs a null value (⊥).

Semantic security of the session key. In the ROR model,
it is necessary for A to distinguish an instance’s real session
key from a random key. A can make many T est queries to
either ΠtSNk or ΠuUi . A guesses a bit c0 before termination
of the game, and he/she wins the game if c0 = c. If we
denote S as an event that A can win the game, the advantage
of A in breaking the semantic security of the proposed
authenticated key agreement (UAKMP) scheme is denoted and
defined by AdvU AKM P = |2P r[S] − 1|. UAKMP is secure,
if AdvU AKM P ≤ , for a sufficiently small  > 0.
Random oracle. As discussed in [18], the cryptographic
hash function h(·) is accessible to all the participants as well
as A. h(·) is modeled as a random oracle, say H.
2) Security Proof: The security proof given in Theorem 1
is similar to that presented in [18].
Theorem 1. Let A be an adversary running in polynomial
time t against our authentication scheme AS in random
IN D−CP A
oracle. Let DC, m, qh , qsend , RH, |DC| and AdvΩ,SE
(l)
IN D−CP A
/AdvΩ,M
(l)
be
a
uniformly
distributed
password
dictioE
nary, the number of bits in the biometrics key σi , the number
of H queries, Send queries, the range space of h(·), the
size of D, and the advantage of A of breaking the IND-CPA
secure symmetric cipher Ω (Definition 2), respectively, and
IN D−CP A
IN D−CP A
IN D−CP A
AdvΩ
(l) = AdvΩ,SE
(l) or AdvΩ,M
(l).
E
Then, AdvU AKM P ≤

2
qh
|RH|

qsend
IN D−CP A
+ 2m−1
(l).
.|DC| + 2AdvΩ

Proof. The similar proof is followed here as in [18], [29], [30].
There are five games, say Gamei (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) defined in
sequence. Let the bit c in the game Gi can be estimated byA
in an event Si . The games are defined in the following.
Game0 : A’s real attack on our UAKMP is implemented
in this game, which follows the ROR model. It is mandatory
for A to guess the bit c at the beginning of the game. It then
follows that
AdvU AKM P = |2.P r[S0 ] − 1|.

(1)

Game1 : Game0 is translated to Game1 , which simulates
A’s eavesdropping attacks with the help of Execute(Πt , Πu )
query. Note that A needs to make T est query at the termination of the game. A then determines whether output of
the T est query is essentially the exact session key SK or a
random value. SK (= SK 0 ) is calculated as SK = h(IDi
||h(T CSNk ||T3 ) ||x1 ||x2 ||IDSNk ||T3 ), which needs the
long-term secrets IDi , T CSNk and IDSNk , and the short-term
random secrets x1 and x2 . Without these secrets, A’s winning
probability in Game1 is not increased while eavesdropping
the messages M sg1 = hRIDi∗∗ , M1 , M2 , T1 i, M sg2 = hM4 ,

0
M5 , T2 i, M sg3 = hM7 , M8 , M9 , T IDSN
, T3 i and M sg4 =
k
hM8 , M11 , M12 , T3 , T4 i. It is then clear that

P r[S0 ] = P r[S1 ].

(2)

Game2 : Game2 acts as an active attack, wherein the
simulations of the Send & H oracles are included. In this
game, A needs to convince a participant into receiving a
fake (modified) message. A is permitted to make several H
queries for checking the existence of the collisions in hash
digests. Since each of messages M sg1 , M sg2 , M sg3 and
M sg4 indirectly contains the identity of an entity, timestamps,
temporary secrets & long-term secrets, no collision can occur
if A makes the Send query (Definition 1). The birthday
paradox provides in the following result:
|P r[S1 ] − P r[S2 ]| ≤ qh2 /(2|RH|).

(3)

Game3 : It is the game after translating from Game2 .
Game3 simulates the CorruptSC oracle. Usually, the users
select low-entropy passwords. A can try to guess the correct
password using the password dictionary attack after having
the information stored in SCi . A can also make an attempt
to extract the biometrics key σi from BIi and Di stored in
SCi . Since a strong fuzzy extractor can extract at most m
nearly random bits, A’s probability of guessing σi ∈ {0, 1}m
is roughly 21m [25]. It is assumed that a limited number of
wrong password inputs is allowed in the system. Under such
a circumstance, the following result is obtained:
|P r[S2 ] − P r[S3 ]| ≤ qsend /(2m .|DC|).

(4)

Game4 : This is the final game, which is transformed from
Game3 and modeled as an active attack. In this game, A
can capture one or more sensing nodes by simulating the
CorruptSN oracle. Using the temporal credential T CSNc of a
compromised sensor SNc , A can not calculate the session keys
between Ui and other non-compromised sensing nodes SNk in
the network as the temporal credential for each sensing node
is distinctly generated by the GW N before their deployment.
Again, the temporary secrets x1 and x2 , and long-term secrets
IDi and IDSNk are encrypted using the symmetric cipher Ω.
Since Ω is IND-CPA secure (Definition 2), we have,
IN D−CP A
|P r[S3 ] − P r[S4 ]| ≤ AdvΩ
(l).

(5)

Since all the queries are simulated, A requires to guess the
bit c for winning the game once the T est query is done. It is
then clear that P r[S4 ] = 1/2.
Equation (1) yields
1
1
.AdvU AKM P = |P r[S0 ] − |.
2
2

(6)

The triangular inequality gives the following
|P r[S1 ] − P r[S4 ]| ≤ |P r[S1 ] − P r[S2 ]| + |P r[S2 ] − P r[S4 ]|
≤ |P r[S1 ] − P r[S2 ]| + |P r[S2 ] − P r[S3 ]| +|P r[S3 ] − P r[S4 ]|
IN D−CP A
≤ qh2 /(2.|RH|)+qsend /(2m .|DC|) +AdvΩ
(l). Equations (2) and (6) further yield
1
qh2
qsend
IN D−CP A
|P r[S0 ] − | ≤
+ m
+ AdvΩ
(l). (7)
2
2.|RH| 2 .|DC|
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Finally, from equations (6) and (7), we have the required result:
AdvU AKM P ≤

qh2
|RH|

+

qsend
m−1
2
.|DC|

IN D−CP A
+ 2AdvΩ
(l).

B. Other Possible Security Attacks
In this section, we show that UAKMP also successfully
prevents other possible well-known attacks.
1) Stolen Smart Card Attack: Under this attack, an an
adversary A can derive the secret credentials of a legitimate
user with the extracted information from that user’s lost/stolen
smart card. Suppose Ui ’s smart card SCi is stolen/lost by
A, and A extracts the information {RIDi0 , BIi , Bi , Di ,
0
IDGW
N } from SCi with the help of the power analysis
attack [21]. However, A needs to guess the secrets ra , σi and
Ks (long-term secret key of GW N ) in order to retrieve the
identity IDi and password P Wi from the extracted available
information. The probability of guessing correct user biometrics as well as random secrets ra and Ks is then negligible.
Hence, the user credentials IDi and P Wi are protected well in
UAKMP even the smart card lost/stolen attack is performed.
2) Privileged-insider Attack: In this attack, a privilegedinsider user of the trusted GW N tries to retrieve the secret
credentials of a legitimate user by acquiring the registration information and extracted information from that user’s
lost/stolen smart card. Consider a situation where A being
a malicious insider user of the GW N has the registration
information {IDi , RP Wi }, where RP Wi = h(P Wi ||ra ),
which was sent to the GW N by Ui . In addition, suppose A
has the lost/stolen smart card SCi of Ui , and fetches all the
information stored in SCi using power analysis [21] (discussed
in Section VI-B1). Even with the extracted information, A
fails to retrieve the user password P Wi without knowing
the random secret ra and the user biometrics secret key σi ,
because BIi = h(IDi ||σi ) ⊕ra . As a result, UAKMP protects
the user password even under the strong privileged-insider
adversary assumption.
3) User Impersonation Attack: In an impersonation attack,
an adversary successfully assumes the identity of one of
the legitimate parties (e.g., user, GW N and sensing node)
in a communication protocol or in a network. Suppose A
intercepts Ui ’s login request message hRIDi∗∗ , M1 , M2 , T1 i
and tries to create some other valid login request message, say
hRIDi∗∗∗ , M10 , M20 , T10 i using current timestamp T10 . However,
for the computation of M10 (= ET CUi (x01 , IDSNk )), the
attacker A needs to guess the long-term shared secret T CUi =
h(IDi ||IDGW N ||Ks ). However, even from the smart card, it
is hard to the attacker A to compute the long-term secret T CUi
as it is protected with user biometrics. Thus, generating a valid
message using the intercepted login message is hard task by A.
As a consequence, the user impersonation attack is protected
in UAKMP.
4) GWN Impersonation Attack: Let A intercepts the messages hM4 , M5 , T2 i and hM8 , M11 , M12 , T3 , T4 i, and tries
0
to generate valid messages, say hM40 , M50 , T20 i and hM80 , M11
,
0
0
0
M12 , T3 , T4 i to impersonate the GW N . However, to generate

these valid messages, A needs to guess either the long-term
key Ks of GW N or the long-term shared keys T CUi with Ui
and T CSNk with SNk . Hence, UAKMP is secure against the
GW N impersonation attack.
5) Sensing Node Impersonation Attack: Let A intercepts
0
the communicated message hM7 , M8 , M9 , T IDSN
, T3 i, and
k
tries to impersonate SNk . It can be observed that the identity
IDSNk of the sensing node SNk is anonymous, and guessing
both identities IDi and IDSNk , and the corresponding shared
secret key T CSNk of SNk is computationally hard for A as
these are protected by h(·) and symmetric cipher (for example,
AES-128 [24]). Thus, UAKMP is also secure against such an
attack.
6) Resilience Against Sensing Node Capture Attack: In
sensing node capture attack, an adversary can capture some
sensing devices in the target field physically, and then use
the extracted information stored in those captured sensing
devices to compromise secure communication among noncompromised sensing devices in the network. It is measured
similar to that mentioned in [9]. Let SNu and SNv be
two non-compromised sensing nodes whereas A has already
compromised c other sensing nodes in the network. The
fraction of total secure communications compromised after
compromising c sensing nodes by A is denoted by Pe (c). In
other words, Pe (c) is also the probability that A can decrypt
the secure communications between SNu and SNv when c
sensing nodes are already compromised. An authentication
scheme is unconditionally secure against node capture attack
if Pe (c) = 0.
Let A captures physically a sensing node SNk from the
target field. A gets the stored {T CSNk , IDSNk } from SNk ’s
memory and tries to extract the BS’s long-term key Ks
from T CSNk = h(IDSNk ||Ks ). However, it is protected by
the cryptographic hash function h(·). In addition, the shared
secret T CSNk is different for different sensing nodes. This
means that compromise of some sensing nodes in HIoT N
by A does not reveal the session keys between Ui and other
non-compromised sensing nodes. Hence, UAKMP provides
unconditionally secure against node capture attack.
7) Session Key Security: In session key security, the leakage of session-temporary secrets and also long-term secrets
should not lead to compromise other session keys among the
participants. In UAKMP, a session key SK between Ui and
SNk is computed as SK= h(IDi || h(T CSNk || T3 )|| x1 ||
x2 || IDSNk || T3 ). It can be observed that computation of
SK is dependent on the session-temporary secrets as well
as the shared long-term secret. Thus, even if the leakage of
the session-temporary secrets makes a hard task for A to
derive SK without having the knowledge of corresponding
shared long-term secret. In addition, the session key is different
for different sessions and computed using session ephemeral
secrets and long-term secrets. So, even a session key (consequently, contiguous session keys) is revealed to A, according
to [31] it should be a hard problem to derive the current
session key SK without prior knowledge of current session
ephemeral secrets and corresponding long-term secrets. As a
result, UAKMP provides the session key security against an
adversary, who compromises some set of session keys.
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8) GWN Bypass Attack: In this attack, one of the parties
Ui and SNk may try to impersonate the GW N . However,
from discussion in Section VI-B4, it is clear that without
prior knowledge of the GW N ’s long-term secret key Ks , it is
hard to compute the non-privileged shared secret information
between the parties. Thus, Ui and SNk do not have any ability
to compute valid communication messages on behalf of the
GW N as guessing the long-tern shared secret information is
computationally infeasible. Thus, UAKMP provides security
against the GW N bypass attack.
9) Anonymity and Untraceability: During the login phase,
before sending the login message hRIDi∗∗ , M1 , M2 , T1 i to
the GW N , a user Ui hides the identities IDi and IDSNk in
M1 = ET CUi (x1 , IDSNk ) and M2 = h(x1 ||IDi ||RIDi ||
IDGW N ||IDSNk ||T1 ). During the authentication & key
agreement phase, the GW N also hides IDi and IDSNk in
the message hM4 , M5 , T2 i. The sensing node SNk hides
0
IDi and IDSNk in the message hM7 , M8 , M9 , T IDSN
,
k
T3 i. In addition, the GW N also hides IDi and IDSNk in the
message hM8 , M11 , M12 , T3 , T4 i. It is then noted that both
IDi and IDSNk are either protected by h(·) or encrypted by
a symmetric cipher using the temporal credentials of Ui and
SNk . Therefore, if an attacker intercepts all these messages
during login and authentication & key agreement phases,
he/she does not have any ability to know the identifies IDi
and IDSNk . Hence, UAKMP preserves user as well as sensing
node anonymity property. In addition, all the messages are
unique and dynamic due to usage of fresh random nonces and
current timestamps involved in those messages. Therefore, an
adversary can not trace any entity from one session to another,
and the untraceability property is satisfied in UAKMP too.
VII. F ORMAL S ECURITY V ERIFICATION U SING AVISPA:
S IMULATION S TUDY
We perform the formal security verification of UAKMP
through the simulation using the widely-accepted AVISPA tool
[32], [33]. AVISPA is a push-button tool for automated validation of security protocols and it is integrated with four back
ends, which implement different state-of-the-art automatic
analysis mechanisms. These backends are (a) OFMC; (b) CLAtSe; (c) SATMC; and (d) TA4SP. The detailed functionalities
of these backends are available in [32].
The role-oriented High Level Protocols Specification Language (HLPSL) [32] in AVISPA is used for implementing a
security protocol. There is the HLPSL2IF translator, which
converts HLPSL into intermediate format (IF). The output
format (OF) is produced once the IF is fed into one of the
four backends. The detailed description of OF is provided in
[32].
The registration, user login, and authentication & key
agreement phases associated with our UAKMP scheme are
implemented in HLPSL. Besides these basic roles, the mandatory roles of the session, goal and environment are to be
implemented using HLPSL. Note that environment is the
top level role, and it is the starting point for execution.
UAKMP is simulated using the widely-used OFMC and
CL-AtSe backends under the SPAN, the Security Protocol
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ANimator for AVISPA [34]. Three verifications are performed
for UAKMP: 1) executability checking on non-trivial HLPSL
specifications; 2) replay attack checking; and 3) Dolev-Yao
model checking. UAKMP is also simulated for the execution
tests and a bounded number of sessions model checking.
To check the replay attack on a security protocol, both the
backends verifies if the legitimate agents can execute the
specified protocol by performing a search of a passive intruder.
These back-ends give the intruder about the knowledge of
some normal sessions between the authorized agents. On
the other hand, both the backends verify if any man-in-themiddle attack possible by the intruder for the Dolev-Yao model
checking. The simulation results presented in Fig. 5. OFMC
backend takes 0.53 seconds search time, while it visits 130
nodes with a depth of 6 plies. CL-AtSe backend analyzes
255 states and out of these states, 63 states are reachable,
and it takes 0.06 seconds translation time and 0.02 seconds
computation time. In UAKMP, all the three verifications, such
as executability checking on non-trivial HLPSL specifications,
replay attack checking and Dolev-Yao model checking are
satisfied. Hence, the replay & man-in-the-middle attacks are
protected in UAKMP.
% OFMC
% Version of 2006/02/13
SUMMARY
SAFE
DETAILS
BOUNDED_NUMBER_OF_SESSIONS
PROTOCOL
C:\progra~1\SPAN\testsuite
\results\auth.if
GOAL
as_specified
BACKEND
OFMC
COMMENTS
STATISTICS
parseTime: 0.00s
searchTime: 0.53s
visitedNodes: 130 nodes
depth: 6 plies

SUMMARY
SAFE
DETAILS
BOUNDED_NUMBER_OF_SESSIONS
TYPED_MODEL
PROTOCOL
C:\progra~1\SPAN\testsuite
\results\auth.if
GOAL
As Specified
BACKEND
CL−AtSe
STATISTICS
Analysed : 255 states
Reachable : 63 states
Translation: 0.06 seconds
Computation: 0.02 seconds

Fig. 5. The results of the analysis using OFMC and CL-AtSe backends

VIII. P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON
In this section, the performance comparison of UAKMP
with the recent related schemes of Li et al. [15], Jiang et al.
[35], Das [12], He et al. [14], Kumari et al. [13], Chang-Le
[18], Porambage et al. [16], Turkanovic et al. [17] and Challa
et al. [1] is executed.
A. Functionality Comparison
The functionality features of the existing schemes and the
proposed scheme are compared in Table II. A user authentication scheme is two-factor, if user password and smart
card are used in that scheme. Otherwise, if an additional
factor, such as user biometric is used, it is called three-factor.
From Table II, it is observed that compared to other existing
schemes the proposed scheme provides dynamic node addition
phase, offline sensing device registration phase, sensing device
anonymity property, formal security under the ROR model,
formal security verification using AVISPA tool, three-factor
security and also efficient password & biometric update phase.
In addition, the proposed scheme is more secure as compared
to other schemes.
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TABLE II
FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES COMPARISON

Feature
SF1
SF2
SF3
SF4
SF5
SF6
SF7
SF8
SF9
SF10
SF11
SF12
SF13
SF14
SF15
SF16
SF17
SF18
SF19
SF20
SF21
SF22
SF23
SF24
SF25

[15]
×
×
×
X
X
X
×
X
X
X
×
X
X
×
×
×
X
X
×
×
×
2
×
×
×

[35]
X
×
X
×
X
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
×
×
×
2
×
×
×

[12]
X
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
3
×
X
X

[14]
×
×
×
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
X
X
X
×
×
X
X
×
×
×
2
×
×
×

[13]
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
2
×
×
×

[18]
X
×
×
×
X
X
X
×
X
×
X
X
X
X
×
×
X
X
X
×
×
2
X
×
×

[16]
×
X
N/A
X
X
X
×
X
X
×
X
×
×
X
N/A
×
X
×
×
N/A
N/A
N/A
×
×
×

[17]
X
×
×
X
X
X
X
X
×
×
X
X
X
X
×
×
X
X
X
X
N/A
2
×
×
X

[1]
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
3
×
X
X

UAKMP
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
3
X
X
X

Note: SF1 : user anonymity; SF2 : sensing device/sensor anonymity; SF3 :
offline password guessing; SF4 : fast wrong input detection; SF5 : mutual
authentication; SF6 : session key agreement; SF7 : user impersonation attack; SF8 : GWN impersonation attack; SF9 : sensing device impersonation
attack; SF10 : privileged-insider attack; SF11 : forward secrecy; SF12 :
replay attack; SF13 : man-in-the-middle attack; SF14 : stolen verifier attack;
SF15 : stolen smart card attack; SF16 : session specific temporary information attack; SF17 : GWN bypassing attack; SF18 : resilient against sensing
device capture attack; SF19 : offline sensing device/sensor registration phase;
SF20 : freely password changing facility ; SF21 : freely biometric changing
facility; SF22 : number of factors used; SF23 : formal security proof under
the ROR model; SF24 : formal security verification using AVISPA; SF25 :
dynamic sensing device addition; X the protocol is secure or supports that
functionality feature; × the protocol is insecure or does not support that
feature; N/A not applicable.

B. Communication Cost Comparison
The communication costs of different existing schemes
along with UAKMP are given in Table III shows the communication cost comparison among UAKMP and other schemes
for the login and authentication phases only as these phases
are executed frequently as compared to user/sensor registration, password/biometric update & new sensing node addition
phases. We assume that IDi is of length 160 bits, the identity
of sensing node is 32 bits, random nonce is of 128 bits,
symmetric encryption/decryption block size is of 128 bits (i.e.,
if we apply AES-128 algorithm [24]), timestamp is of 32 bits,
and hash digest is of 160 bits (i.e., if SHA-1 hashing algorithm
is applied [36]). For elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) based
schemes, 160-bit ECC gives the same security level is same
as that for 1024-bit public key RSA cryptosystem.
In UAKMP, during the login and authentication & key
establishment phases, four messages M sg1 = hRIDi∗∗ , M1 ,
M2 , T1 i, M sg2 = hM4 , M5 , T2 i, M sg3 = hM7 , M8 , M9 ,
0
T IDSN
, T3 i and M sg4 = hM8 , M11 , M12 , T3 , T4 i require
k
736 bits, 576 bits, 512 bits and 768 bits, respectively. Thus,
the total communication cost of UAKMP is (736 +576 +512
+768) = 2592 bits. The total communication costs for the
schemes of Li et al., Jiang et al., Das, He et al., Kumari et al.,
Chang-Le, Porambage et al., Turkanovic et al. and Challa et al.
and UAKMP are 2144, 1952, 1984, 1760, 1952, 2272, 2528,
1536, 2720 and 2592 bits, respectively. The communication

cost at the sensing node is high in case of the schemes of Li
et al., Chang-Le and Turkanovic et al. as compared to that for
UAKMP. Though the communication costs of the schemes of
Jiang et al., Das, He et al. and Kumari et al. are less than that
for UAKMP, this can be justified as UAKMP provides better
security and additional functionality features while these are
compared with existing schemes.
TABLE III
C OMMUNICATION COST COMPARISON
Scheme/
Cost (bits)
Li et al. [15]
Jiang et al. [35]
Das [12]
He et al. [14]
Kumari et al. [13]
Chang-Le [18]
Challa et al. [1]
Porambage et al. [16]
Turkanovic et al. [17]
UAKMP

User

GWN

Sensing node

704
512
512
704
1088
672
992
768
672
736

672
1056
1088
672
512
512
1024
−
576
1344

768
384
384
384
352
1088
512
768
1472
512

Total cost
(bits)
2144
1952
1984
1760
1952
2272
2528
1536
2720
2592

TABLE IV
C OMPUTATION COSTS COMPARISON
Scheme/Cost
Li et al. [15]
Jiang et al. [35]
Das [12]
He et al. [14]
Kumari et al.
[13]
Chang-Le [18]
Challa et al.
[1]
Porambage et al.
[16]
Turkanovic et al.
[17]
UAKMP

User
9Th
≈ 4.5 ms
7Th
≈ 3.5 ms
Tf e + 9Th
≈ 67.575 ms
6Th
≈ 3 ms
2Tc + 4Th
+2TE /TD
≈ 20.4 ms
2Tecm + 7Th
≈ 129.65 ms
Tf e +
5Tecm + 5Th
≈ 380.95 ms
3Th + 2Tecm
+Teca
≈ 132.05 ms
7Th
≈ 3.5 ms
Tf e + 13Th
+2TE /TD
≈ 86.975 ms

GWN
11Th
≈ 5.5 ms
10Th
≈ 5 ms
11Th
≈ 5.5 ms
10Th
≈ 5 ms
6Th
+2TE /TD
≈ 20.4 ms
9Th
≈ 4.5 ms
5Tecm + 4Th

Sensing node
6Th
≈ 3 ms
5Th
≈ 2.5 ms
5Th
≈ 2.5 ms
7Th
≈ 3.5 ms
2Tc + 3Th

≈ 317.375 ms
−

≈ 253.8 ms
3Th + 2Tecm
+Teca
≈ 132.05 ms
7Th
≈ 3.5 ms
4Th
+2TE /TD
≈ 19.4 ms

5Th
≈ 2.5 ms
5Th
+4TE /TD
≈ 37.3 ms

≈ 2.5 ms
2Tecm + 5Th
≈ 128.65 ms
4Tecm + 3Th

C. Computation Cost Comparison
For the computation cost comparison during the login
and authentication phases, let the notations Tecm , Teca , Tc ,
TE /TD , Tf e , and Th denote the computation time required
for an ECC point multiplication, an ECC point addition, a
Chebyshev chaotic map operation, an encryption/decryption
using symmetric cryptographic technique (for example, AES128), a fuzzy extraction operation, and a cryptographic oneway hash function h(·) (i.e., if SHA-1 hashing algorithm is
applied [36]), respectively. The computation for a bitwise
XOR operation takes very less time as compared to other
operations, and due to this XOR operation is not considered
in performance evaluation. We use the experiment values
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reported in [37], [38], where Tecm , Th , TE /TD , Tf e and
Tc are 0.063075s, 0.0005s, 0.0087s, 0.063075s and 0.0005s
respectively. It is assumed that Tf e ≈ Tecm and Tc ≈ Th
[38]. It is worth noticing that in [37], the devices used in
vehicular adhoc networks and also, in [38], the devices used
for USB mass storage are similar in nature of the sensing
devices used in the IoT network. Hence, we have considered
these experimental values in the proposed scheme (UAKMP).
The computation costs required for user, gateway node and
sensing node in different schemes are given in Table IV. The
computation cost for a resource constrained sensing node in
UAKMP is only 4Th +2TE /TD ≈ 19.4 ms. The computation
cost of UAKMP at a sensing node is also comparable with
respect to other schemes [12], [13], [14], [15], [17], [35], as
UAKMP provides extra functionality features & better security
as compared to other schemes. However, UAKMP requires less
computation cost as compared to the schemes [1], [16], [18].
IX. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
We have presented a new user authentication scheme for
HIoTNs. We have proved the resiliency of UAKMP against
various known attacks. The formal security using the widelyaccepted ROR model and also informal security analysis for
various known attacks including the sensing nodes capture
attack are thoroughly examined. We have also simulated
UAKMP using the broadly-used AVISPA tool for the formal
security verification to assure that UAKMP is secure. Furthermore, UAKMP is more secure as compared to other existing
schemes. In addition, UAKMP supports fresh node addition
phase, and also the password as well as biometrics change
phase locally without involvement of the GW N .
In the future, we would like to test UAKMP by deploying
sensing nodes, cluster heads and the GW N in the HIoTNs
environment.
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